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Grade 7  First Term 

Dalal Al-Mutairi   dandash74         MDalalnow 

 

 

Vocabulary Corner:        

Word Meaning Word Meaning Word Meaning 

hip ポケヱャや ュドハ  delicious クΑクャ  especially るタゅカ 
operation るΑヤョハ  adventure りケョゅピョ  against るヰィやヱョ ヶプ ヱや キッ 

wheelchair ポケェゎョ ヶシケミ attic るΑヤバャや るプケビ Eco-friendly るもΑよヤャ ペΑキタ 

limit  ∠やキェ ノッΑ spacious ノシやヱ source ケキタョ 
Physically challenged るホゅハΙゅよ ンキェゎョ  temporary れホぼョ     

locate ノホヱョ キキェΑ  Inuit ヱョΑミシΙや   
 

Main Topics:(Physically challenged people,  Favourite things, type of homes) 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Mud houses Igloos Wooden Houses 

They are spacious where 

the family can get 

together. 

Built in Old Kuwait. 

They are easy to build of ice 

blocks, warm, comfortable and 

strong against storms. 

The Inuit live in them. 

They are easy to build with 

trees, eco-friendly and healthier 

to live in. 

Built in Poland. 

 

Unit 1 
Family & Friends 

The disabled or 

physically challenged 
We should respect them and 

understand their needs. 

Some can’t walk so they use a wheelchair. 

Type of film? I enjoy………. 

What is your favourite …… food?  I like …………… 

sport?  My favourite is …………… 

What’s your favourite place in the house? 
My bedroom is my favourite place. 

Which type of home do you prefer? Why? 
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Grammar Review: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Writing Practice: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       There are many types of homes around us but not all of 

them is what I think the ideal home. My ideal home is very 

beautiful. It’s large and spacious. It must have many bedrooms 
for all the family. It has got a big living room and a dining 

room. It has also got a beautiful garden and a car garage. My 

favourite place in the house is my bedroom. It’s blue and has a 
good wifi in it ☺. I really hope you like my ideal home. 

Have you got a new bag? 

Yes, I have No, I haven’t 

I have got a mobile phone. 

✓ So have I.  

× I haven’t. 

I haven’t got any money. 
✓ Neither have I.  

× I have. 

Hi Steve, 

     How are you doing? I’m Khalid from Al-Rehab Area in Kuwait. I’m  
12 years old. I’m in grade 7 this year. My favourite sport is 
swimming. I also enjoy reading English books in my free time. I have 

one little sister. Her name is Sara. She likes playing in the iPad 

everyday. Write soon and tell me about your family and your 

favourite things.  

 Kind Regards,  

Khalid  

1) Writing an email about yourself and your favourite things 

2) Writing a paragraph about an ideal home. Topic 

sentence 

conclusion 

The Body 
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Who is Ahmad 
Al-Mutairi?

Which sports 
does he excel 

at?

What did he 
do / win?

What do you 
learn from 
Ahmad Al-
Mutairi?

 

 

Vocabulary Corner:        

Word Meaning Word Meaning Word Meaning 

equipment れやキバョ javelin ウョケ potential れやケキホ 
quite  ∠やキィ ヱぺ るΑゅピヤャ quad bike るΑハゅよケャや るィやケキャや initially  ∠ゅΑもキよョ 
pitch ゆバヤョャや るェゅシ snorkel サヘルゎャや ゆヱよルゅよ サヅピャや excel コΑョゎΑ 
score メィシΑヱや キキシΑ nationality るΑシルィ rival ュタカ 
referee ュミェャや Para-sport Ιや るッゅΑケるタゅカャや れゅィゅΑゎェ    

waterski ¬ゅョャや ヴヤハ アャコゎャや numerous キキバゎョ   
 

Main Topic (Interesting Places to visit in Kuwait): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit 2 
Sports & Activities 

 

What’s your favourite water sport? 
My favourite water sports are waterskiing and 

snorkeling. 

Which sports are you good at? 

I’m good at throwing the javelin and football. 

Ahmad Al-Mutairi is a 

Kuwaiti para-sport athlete.  

He excelled at 

wheelchair 

basketball and 

wheelchair 

racing. 

He broke many world records and 

won silver and gold medals. 

We learn that 

the sky is the 

limit and nothing 

should stop you 

from following 

your dreams. 
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Grammar Review: 

We use the present simple to talk about routines and habits. ( We add -s to the verb if the 

subject is : He/ She/ It or a singular noun.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Writing Practice (a report on your favourite sporting activity): 

 

 

 

 

 

In 8 sentences, plan and write a short report about your favourite sporting activity. 

 

1. Present Simple Tense 

Do as shown in brackets: 

1. Salim ( take ) the iPad to school every Monday.    [correct]  

     Salim takes  the iPad to school every Monday. 

2. I play tennis with my friends at the weekend. [  Ask a question ] 

 What do you do at the weekend? 

3. The teacher collects our books every Thursday.  [ Make negative ] 

 The teacher doesn’t collect our books every Thursday. 

We  stay  at the farm on weekends. 

My mother  cooks  fish every Friday. 

Do as shown in brackets: 

1. Yes, I have got a new iPhone.   [ Ask a question ] 

Have you got a new iPhone? 

2. Short answer Questions 

Can you snorkel or waterski? 

Yes, I can.  

No, I can’t 

Do you like Maths? 

Yes, I do.  

No, I don’t. 

Have you got a quad bike? 

Yes, I have.  

No, I haven’t. 

Favourite 

sport 

with friends every Friday 

equipment 

In the club 

To keep fit 

and win 
The Plan 
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Vocabulary Corner:        

Word Meaning Word Meaning Word Meaning 

canteen フタボョ Post  ノホヱョャゅよ ノッΑ convenient ュもΚョ ヱや ゆシゅルョ 
local ヶヤェョ chatroom るをキゅェョ るプケビ equestrian るΑシヱケヘャや 
depend on ヴヤハ キョゎバΑ run = organise  ヱや ケΑキΑュドルΑ  registration メΑィシゎャや 
leisure パやケヘャや れホヱ survival りゅィル lively ヅゅセルよ ヱや るΑヱΑェよ 
personally  ∠ゅΑタカセ probably メョゎェョ   

facility りほセルョ ヱや メΑヰシゎ るヤΑシヱ recite りヱΚゎ   
 

Main Topic ( My school Day. Things I like about my school): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit 3 
School Life 

     My favourite sporting activity is playing football. I enjoy playing 

football with my friends. We always play in a team in the club. We 

play there every Friday. To play football, you don’t need a lot of 
equipment. All you need is a ball and a net. I train everyday to get 

better and keep fit. I try to score many goals for my team. I’d like 
to be a famous referee for football matches in the future.  

What a wonderful sport! I will always play it. 

Topic 

sentence 

conclusion 

The Body 

How should you prepare for school? 

1-I should check my homework, pack my school bag 

and prepare my clothes in the evening. 

Why do people plan their work? 

People plan to be more organised and save time. 

Things you like about your school: 

 

School’s Garden 
Where we grow fruits 

and vegetables 

 
Art Studio 

Where we do arts and 

make models 

 

Large Canteen 

Where we buy 

delicious food 

 Different Clubs 

Chess Club, Cinema Club 

and English Club 
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Grammar Review:  

  

 

We use the present continuous tense to talk about things that are happening at the moment. 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Writing Practice (an article about after school activities): 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

They are studying  English at the moment. 

She  is painting  pictures now. 

Choose the correct alternative:  

• My friends ______________ ( are working – worked – working ) 

on the school project at the moment. 

Note that ( We, you, 

they and plural names)  

take are. But ( she, he , 

it and singulars ) take is. 

Do as shown in brackets: 

She ( write ) a short story at the moment.   [ Correct ]  

_________________________________________________ 

     Present Continuous Tense 

In 8 sentences, plan and write a short article about after school activities. 

 

After 

school 

Activities 

recite the Quran Once a week 

enjoy riding 

horses 
Join with 

friends 

have fun and 

learn 

     Learning does not stop after school. There are many activities 

that you can do after school. You can search the net and learn 

about them. There is the Kuwait Riding Centre where you can learn 

horse riding. You can also join with Friends the Holy Quran Centre. 

It’s a wonderful place to learn how to recite the Quran and know 
more about Islam. If you like sports, you can join the Martial Arts 

Club where you can learn karate and train everyday. 

Registrate now and start having fun and learning. 

Topic 

sentence 

conclusion 

The Body 

The Plan 

train 
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Where do students 
go in a science 

lesson?

What do they 
do in the 

science lab?

What should 
you wear in a 
science lab?

Mention some 
safety rules in 
the science lab.

 

Vocabulary Corner:        

Word Meaning Word Meaning Word Meaning 

instructions れゅョΑヤバゎ Soil るよケゎ destination るヰィヱ 
regular ュドゎルョ ヱや キゅゎバョ Pot ¬ゅハヱ trick るハキカ 
fold ヵヱヅΑ Corridor ケョョャや lid ¬ゅハヱャや ¬ゅヅビ 
envelope フケド Librarian  るよゎミョャや ラΑョや seal ュゅミェゅよ ペヤピΑ 
original ヶヤタや altogether  ∠ ゅバョ ヱぺ ∠ ゅバΑョィ suck ソゎョΑ 
sprinkle ケをルΑ ヱや スケΑ liberation ケΑケェゎ observation るドェΚョ 
seeds ゆヱよェ route ペΑケヅ   

 

Main Topic ( School Rules & Safety in the science lab ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

   

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

Unit 4 
Instructions & Directions 

Mention some of the school or class rules. 

• Don’t run in the corridors. 

•  Listen to your teachers. 

• Don’t talk to your friends in class. 

3- I should wear a 

lab coat and goggles 

4- Never work alone. 

- Don’t touch your eyes. 
- Keep the lab clean and tidy. 

 

1- Students go to the 

science lab. 

2- They do experiments 

in the science lab. 
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Grammar Review:        
 

 

 

 
  

 

 

 

We use the present simple tense with these words ( always, usually, often, sometimes & 

never). You can form a question by using ( How often….? ) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Writing Practice (a short paragraph about the school rules): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Imperatives 

Affirmative Negative 

• Clean your room. 

• Respect your teachers 

• Don’t run in the corridor. 
• Don’t chat in the class. 

Adverbs of Frequency 

She usually plays the piano. 

 

How often does she play the piano? 

 

Choose the correct alternative for this gap: 

• ___________ ( How many – How often – How far ) do you 

watch the news? I always wath the news. 

 

Do as shown in brackets: 

1. Khalid usually ( eat ) a banana in the afternoon.   [correct]  

     Khalid usually  eats  a banana in the afternoon. 

2. Sometimes, We work on the project with the teacher. [ Ask  ] 

    How often do you work on the project with the teacher 

She never plays the piano. 

 

In 8 sentences, plan and write a short paragraph about the school rules. 

 

The 

School 

Rules 

Making noise Follow rules 

Listen and 

respect 
Never chat 

in class 

Don’t 
cheat 

The Plan 

Don’t forget 
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Vocabulary Corner:        

Word Meaning Word Meaning Word Meaning 

require ァゅゎェΑ ヱや ゆヤヅゎΑ compass るヤタヱよ theater ゥケショャや 
appliance ヶャコルョ コゅヰィ insect repellent れやケセェヤャ キケゅヅ iconic  ケヱヰセョ 
available キヱィヱョ ヱや ケプヱゎョ Survive スΑバΑ ヱや ヱィルΑ civilisation りケゅッェ 
supply キヱコΑ definitely キミぼョ メミセよ sweater るΑプヱタ りケゎシ 

stove オよヅャや ラケプ officially  ∠ ゅΑョシケ attract ゆクィΑ 
globe  りケミャやるΑッケΕや  reflect サミバルΑ   

thirsty ラゅセヅハ luxury るΑワゅプケ   
 

Main Topic (Free time: Camping & Shopping in Kuwait) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit 5 
Free Time 

     A school has many rules and students must follow them. If we 

follow the rules, our work will be more organized. It’s important to 
come early to school and don’t forget your books. You should work 
hard. Always listen to your teacher. Don’t chat with your friends in 
class, but help each other in the group work. Chewing gum, eating 

and drinking is also not allowed in class. You shouldn’t run in the 
corridors. Teachers always try to help students to know and follow 

the rules. conclusion 

The Body 

Topic sentence 

Camping in the past: 

1. It required only a tent. 

2. Lights were provided by oil 

lamps at night. 

3. Cooking was done over the 

campfire. 

Camping nowadays: 

4. People use small tents as 

sleeping places and large 

family tents for gatherings. 

5. Tents are supplied with lights, 

satellite TVs and couches. 

6. Aluminum kitchen with gas 

stove for cooking. 

7. Playing games and kite flying. 

8. There is barbecue dinner at 

night. 

Compare camping 

in the past with 

camping nowadays! 
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Grammar Review:  

 

 

Countable nouns can be singular ( a book, an apple ) or plural ( some books, some apples). 

Uncountable nouns are always considered as singulars (coffee, money, oil, milk ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Avenues is the largest shopping mall in Kuwait. 

What do people usually do in the Avenues? 

People can enjoy shopping in the world’s famous stores, 
dining in the finest restaurants and going to a multi-

screen movie theatres.  

Countable & Uncountable 

There are some books on the table 

  There aren’t  any  books on the table. 
   How many books are there on the table? 

There is There are 

There is 

There is some coffee in the cup. 

  There isn’t  any  coffee in the cup. 
   How much coffee is there in the cup? 

 

Choose the correct alternative for each gap: 

• ___________ ( How many – How much – How old ) tea do you drink 

everyday? I don’t drink any. 
• There isn’t ___________ ( some – most – any )cheese in the fridge. 

Do as shown in brackets: 

1. There are some sweets in the jar.   [Negate]  

     There  aren’t  any  sweets in the jar. 

2. I drink a lot of orange juice every week.   [ Ask  ] 

 How much orange juice do you drink every week? 
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Writing Practice (a short paragraph about your camp): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vocabulary Corner:        

Word Meaning Word Meaning Word Meaning 

pour ゆタΑ ヱや ゆミシΑ Stick/stuck ペタゎヤΑ argument るャキゅィョ 
chop ノヅボΑ tasteless ュバヅ ヮャ サΑャ independence メΚボゎシや 
stir ポケェΑ cuisine ヶョャゅハ オよヅョ magnificently ノもやケ メミセよ 
ingredient ケΑキゅボョ vegetarian ヶゎゅよル costume ヵコ 

slice ウもやケセ ヴャや ノヅボΑ counter るャヱゅヅ occasion るよシゅルョ 
gently ペプケよ questionnaire ¬ゅゎヘゎシや   

grease れΑコ ヱや ラワキ religious ヶルΑキ   

 

 

Unit 6 
Celebrations & Food 

In 8 sentences, plan and write a short paragraph inviting your friends to your camp. 

 

My 

camp 

Barbecue 

dinner 
Modern appliances 

Supplied with 

lights 
Different  

activities 

Board games 

and kite flying The Plan 

Large gathering 

tent 

     Kuwaiti people like to camp in winter. It’s one of the most 
important and popular traditions. I’d like to invite you to come to my 
camp site. It has many small tents for sleeping and one large tent 

for family and friends gathering. In this large tent, there is a 

Satellite TV, couches and wifi too. You can enjoy many activities in 

my camp. You can play ball games, board games and kite flying. At 

night we will have a barbecue dinner. Then we can gather around the 

campfire and tell stories. You are all welcome to come and join us in 

my family’s camp. 

conclusion 

The Body 

Topic sentence 
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When does Eid 
Al-Fitr come?

Where do 
Muslims go in 
Eid's morning?

What should 
people do in 
Eid Al-Fitr?

What do 
children receive 
in Eid Al-Fitr?

Main Topic ( Dining out and celebrations ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

   

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

Writing Practice (a short paragraph about Eid Al-Fitr): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Why do families dine out from time to time? 

They dine out to celebrate special occasions 

or to break the routine and have fun. 

Which type of food do you prefer? Why? 

I prefer Indian food. It’s hot and spicy. 

3- They should wear new clothes and 

visit Family and friends. 

4- They receive gifts and 

money. 
 

1- Eid Al-Fitr comes 

after Ramadan. 

2- They go to the 

mosque for prayer. 

In 8 sentences, use the graphic organizer and write a short paragraph about Eid Al-fitr. 

 

     Eid Al-Fitr is a religious occasion which all muslims celebrate. It 

comes after the Holy month of Ramadan. In the morning of Eid AL-

Fitr Muslims perform special prayer. They wear new clothes. It’s the 
time for people to visit relatives and friends. People also give money 

to the poor to enjoy this religious festival. Mothers usually prepare 

sweets and delicious food. Children receive money and gifts in Eid 

Al-Fitr. We all love Eid Al-Fitr and wait for it every year. 

conclusion 

The Body 

Topic sentence 
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Grammar Review:        

 

 

When the verb in the ( if part ) is in the present we use ( will / won’t  + infinitive ) 

When the verb in the ( if part ) is in the past we use ( would / wouldn’t  + infinitive ) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

End of the First Term 

 

Study Hard  

     Best wishes for all,, 

       Dalal Al-Mutairi 

 If she goes to the muesum, she will take photos 

If I were you, I would play sports everyday. 

Choose the correct alternative to fill in the gap. 

• If you don’t study hard, you_____________ (would pass – 
passing – won’t pass ) the exam. 

a) studying    b) don’t study    c) studied d) haven’t study 

Do as shown in brackets: 

1. If you worked hard, you ( win ) the prize.      [correct the verb] 

If you worked hard, you would win the prize. 

If Conditional I + II: 


